RIGHTS, NOT RESTAVÈKS
Four Years of Collaboration Between Church World Service and Fondasyon Limyè Lavi
for Rural Children, Their Parents and Communities in Haiti’s Northwest Department

“I would not let children play, because I felt that
they become naughtier when they play. The
training changed me...I have come to realize
that playing is important in children’s lives.
Some of my children have grown up now. I live
better now with the younger ones and with my
grandchildren. I let them play.
I was not used to talking to children. Whenever
they did something, I would beat them. Now I
use dialogue. The results of dialogue are 100
times more positive than beatings. Sometimes
I want to hit them when they are naughty and
then I walk away. When I get back, everything
has calmed down.
I think all parents should participate in such a
training to know how they should behave with
their children and other children.”
- Laisance Joseph, a training participant from Ti Rivyè Glasi
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This document summarizes four years of collaboration between international NGO
Church World Service, Haitian NGO Fondasyon Limyè Lavi and five community-based
organizations. These community organizations include four farmer cooperatives and
one association. Together, we are working to promote better parenting, children’s
participation and community-based protection for children. This program takes place
in two communes of Haiti’s Northwest department, Baie-de-Henne and Jean Rabel.
Community facilitators have received training from Limyè Lavi and used these
methodologies and techniques to engage their communities. They have reached 429
people, 66% of whom were women. Graduates of Limyè Lavi’s trainings also started two
children’s clubs. A total of 190 children from ages 3 to 17 joined these clubs to learn
about their rights and develop social and inter-personal skills.
This program was interrupted in late 2019 due to political instability. During the break,
parents and community members participated in a series of evaluation events using
“most significant change” methodology. Teachers, local authorities, pastors, voodoo
priests and other community leaders committed to eradicating corporal punishment and
promoting family-based care and children’s well-being. Most of the trained facilitators
remained active throughout 2020 despite the pandemic and ongoing political instability.
This paper is the result of a collaborative process between the Limyè Lavi and CWS
teams. It intends to identify main results and observed impact and offer recommendations
for continuation and future programming by CWS, Limyè Lavi or other organizations.
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SECTION 1:
CWS support of the prevention & eradication of child domestic labor
and exploitation before collaboration with Fondasyon Limyè Lavi
The phenomenon of child domestic work in
Haiti is the result of both socio-economic
realities and attitudes towards children. It
became a component of CWS’s work in Haiti
in the mid-1990s. CWS began supporting the
House of Hope program of the Ecumenical
Foundation for Peace and Justice. This was a
formal education program for children already
in situations of domestic child work in a
neighborhood of Port-au-Prince.
In 2015, the social science research
foundation Fafo published a report called
“Child Fosterage and Child Domestic Work in
Haiti in 2014: Analytical report.” According to
the Fafo report, “in Haiti, twenty five percent of
children 5-17 years of age live separated from
their parents. Most of these children (21%)
live together with relatives, while the remaining
four percent live with non-relatives. Fewer of
the children living with strangers are currently
attending school, and they tend to have more
domestic work than children living with parents
or relatives.”
Until 2010, CWS´s approach to protecting
child domestic workers focused on expanding
educational opportunities for children who
were already engaged in domestic work. This
work encouraged attitude change among host
households in Port-au-Prince. It was only after
the 2010 earthquake that CWS began to
address alternative approaches to child
domestic work. A key component was
supporting the Ecumenical Foundation for
Peace and Justice’s pilot program on
community-based prevention. This work
included information-sharing and awarenessraising campaigns in rural communities of
origin. CWS also focused on family
reunification efforts in the Grand Anse

What is the restavèk system?
Child domestic servitude, which is called restavèk
in Haitian Creole, refers to a situation where
parents send their children to live with others.
The children usually come from poor families in
rural areas and are sent to live in urban areas with
relatives or even with non-relatives. This system
is driven by poverty; the children’s parents do
not have the economic means to care for them
at home, and they assume that their children will
have more educational opportunities in urban
areas. Parents expect their children to be better
off away from home.
However, the opposite is often true. Many of these
children suffer harsh treatment from their host
families. They often receive poorer treatment than
other children in the household. They are tasked
with all household chores, including fetching
water, cooking, cleaning, doing dishes, doing
laundry and looking after other children. In some
cases, restavèk children are malnourished or
denied access to healthcare. They may not be
properly clothed. Physical, sexual, verbal,
emotional or psychological abuse have all been
reported.
In words of the Fafo report, “living conditions
of child domestic workers in Haiti vary greatly.
Commonly accepted reasons for child domestic
work in Haiti cover multiple needs and reflect
many motivations: the need for relief of upkeep
of children among parents, for labor in receiving
households, for investment in future security for
sending households and children’s need and wish
for an education and better lives. In consequence,
several methods must be employed to counter
the negative effects of children’s labor.” The Fafo
study defined “child domestic work” as
“concerning all children under the age of 18 that
do domestic work in the house of a third party
(relatives or non-relatives) whether the children
are paid or not. All work performed in the
household of a third party qualifies as child
domestic labor as long as the child is under the
age of 15.”
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department as well as public policy reform and
advocacy led by the Aba Sistèm Restavèk-Haiti
(ASR) network.
Working with the ASR network and its members
across the country broadened the CWS
understanding of child domestic work and of
the various Haitian-led responses and
approaches to its eradication and prevention.
ASR efforts to promote the adoption of a child
protection protocol shed light on the different
aspects of the Haitian state involvement in the
issue. This included the mandate and
constraints of existing child protection agencies
and mechanisms as well as gaps between
existing legislation and reality. During the 20112015 period and as part of its teamwork with
ASR, CWS visited ASR members several times
for learning purposes. One of those members
was Fondasyon Limyè Lavi.
In parallel to this, CWS made a decision in
2004 to prioritize sustainable food security and
livelihood work in rural areas of the Northwest
department. It did so by supporting a variety of
adult-centered and adult-driven initiatives
implemented by a dozen farmer cooperatives
(whose membership in 2015 ranged from 312 to
980). Elements of this program work included
expanding agricultural saving and credit
schemes, adopting of better farming techniques
and promoting income-generation and resilient
livelihoods, irrigation and community
organizing.
The Northeast and Northwest departments
have an extreme poverty rate of 40%. This is
significantly higher than the national average of
23.9% or the 4.9% in metropolitan Port-auPrince. One in five people living in extreme
poverty in Haiti live in these two departments
(source).
The Northwest department is a net exporter of
people, including children. It has a long coast

line; boats of migrants hoping for a better life in
the Bahamas or the United States often leave
from Northwest ports. Primary education is
available for children in the Northwest, but
parents report that it is lower quality than in
other parts of the country. Students from rural
areas have to travel farther to access secondary
education, and tertiary education is very limited.
As a result, many children are sent to larger
towns or cities for education reasons and end
What is the restavèk system?
up staying there--even when they are no
longer in school and are unemployed.
In the past decade, the Northwest has sustained
heavy damage from hurricanes and
earthquakes. People here are clearly noticing
the impact of climate change as rain patterns
shift and droughts get longer. It is not surprising,
then, that the Northwest has the highest rates
of food insecurity in Haiti. Because most people
make a living from farming, climate change is
taking a major toll on their ability to meet
everyday needs or build savings.
According to the Fafo report, “the distribution of
child domestic workers in urban and rural areas
is relatively similar. The proportion of boys in
rural areas is higher than the proportion of boys
in urban areas because of their participation in
agricultural work.” The study pointed out that in
general, “boys tend to move to shorter distances
than girls since girls are more likely to move to
urban areas to take up housework.”
Despite not being explicitly focused on children,
CWS programs in the Northwest contributed to
more food secure households and expanded
education access for rural children. When CWS
reviewed the findings and recommendations of
the Fafo report in 2015, the connections
between its Northwest program and child
domestic work became clear. An intentional
child-based approach in CWS programs could
greatly expand this impact. CWS reached out to
Limyè Lavi for help.
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“Since I was 10 years old, I lived
with a woman in the city of
Gonaïves. That was a really hard
life of mistreatment.
My mother and father thought I
was doing well, but I did not even
have time to eat the little food
they gave me. Everyone in the
house sent me on errands
whenever they needed
something. There was a woman
living next to the house who
was very rich. The woman in the
house where I stayed gave her
the right to ask for me whenever
she wanted.
One day, they sent me to the
market. My stomach was hurting
a lot because I was having my
period. I could not tell them so.
I told the oldest daughter of the
woman and she told her. The
woman said I was pretending.
That hurt me a lot. I never
refused them when they asked
me to do something.
Unfortunately for me, while I was
going to the market, I felt so
badly that I looked for support
somewhere and I lost 150
gourdes of the money. I don’t
need to tell you what I went
through because of that money.
The woman hit my head on all
walls of the house.

I felt like I wanted to flee. But I
didn’t know where to go. The last
blow that finished me completely
was when a younger brother of
the woman put his hands on me
one Tuesday when all children
were at school. That really hurt
me a lot. I told the woman that.
She said I was lying, and I could
take my clothes and leave
because I started to become too
much for them.
I wanted to leave, but I had
nowhere to go. I had to accept it.
One day, when I went to the
market, I saw a sister of my
mother. She didn’t even recognize
me--that is how deformed I had
become. When I explained my
pain to her, she said she would
come and get me. I showed her
the house. The people were not
happy that I did that. The next
day, I took my belongings and
went back to my parents’ house.
I advise everyone with children,
whatever promise someone
makes: do not send them to live
with other people. That is the
door of hell you will open for
them.”
- a female training participant

SECTION 2:
CWS refocuses and begins collaboration with
Fondasyon Limyè Lavi in the Northwest department
Between 2011 and 2014, CWS supported pilot
family reunification programs and
awareness-raising in communities of origin in
Grand Anse. This led to mixed results that were
largely in line with findings and observations in
the Fafo report.1
Once the Fafo study was completed and the
CWS team analyzed its findings, it was evident
that CWS-supported programs in the Northwest
department were helping children’s survival
and development in various and tangible ways.
However, more could and should be done. The
specific needs and potential of “the children
of the cooperatives” ought to become more
visible, understood and better addressed in the
CWS Northwest program. That is when CWS
reached out to Limyè Lavi for advice and
technical assistance to explore ways to better
address the root causes of child domestic work
and expand family-based opportunities for
children in their home communities.
Limyè Lavi is a highly regarded Haitian NGO
based in the Southeast and a member of CWS
partner ASR-Haiti. Alongside ASR and CWS,
Limyè Lavi participated in the technical
committee of the Fafo study process. Limyè
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Lavi´s approach focuses on strengthening rural
communities, from which the majority of child
domestic workers originate, and aims to
empower the population to help itself and to
develop action plans to deal with major needs.
Limyè Lavi uses a model of popular education
(“Education is a Conversation”) on children’s
rights, adapted to the Haitian context and also
used by several international NGOs in the
training of local protection committees. The
organization trains and mentors community
volunteers on the rights of children and on how
to listen to children. Organized in local child
protection committees, these structures can
play a role in prevention of recruitment to child
domestic work, in the promotion of children’s
rights, and simultaneously, the identification and
monitoring of individual cases of abuse.
In 2015, CWS invited Limyè Lavi to provide
introductory training to some of the cooperatives
and associations participating in CWS programs
in the Northwest communes of Baie-de-Henne
and Jean Rabel. Between November 2015 and
September 2019, Limyè Lavi designed and
implemented a variety of assessment,
awareness-raising and capacity-building
initiatives using participatory methodologies.

Two key passages from the Fafo report:

“In general, the return and reintegration of a child is a complex process and requires intensive resource mobilization
…. Often, processes of reunification fail…The support that original families receive is not always sufficient to secure the
successful reintegration of the child …The assistance offered to families during a child’s return process is also in risk of
causing dependence, new economic motivations and the creation of an economic “market” for the return of children …”
“Experiences from public health show that it is insufficient to inform about or identify the barriers that prevent target
groups from changing their behavior (on a community level or on the level of socio-economic and political structures). It
is important, therefore, to develop more explicit strategies that identify the underlying assumptions of awareness-raising
campaigns, and to conduct rigorous evaluations of the impact of the different approaches used.”
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Around 2015, CWS also shifted focus from
urban programs for children who were already
separated from their families to rural and
prevention approaches in communities where
CWS had already relations and history. In late
2016, CWS awareness about the importance
of a whole-family approach to its work in the
Northwest department helped to inform the
CWS response to Hurricane Matthew by
prioritizing access to housing and rural school
reconstruction.
It is worth mentioning that by the time Limyè
Lavi began its work in the Northwest
department in late 2015, the issue of corporal
punishment of children was a top concern of
children advocates. UNICEF had stated, “Even
though it is forbidden by law, violence remains
an accepted and condoned practice in Haiti.
While it is mostly practiced with the intention to
groom a child’s performance …”2. Limyè Lavi’s
work later confirmed the severity of the problem
in Northwest communities.
Walther, C., 2016. Nurture or not: no clear answer in
many schools. UNICEF.
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SECTION 3:
The operational environment in 2015-2019
The CWS-supported work of Limyè Lavi
does not happen in a vacuum. During
this timeframe, Haiti’s political, security
and economic conditions deteriorated.
A prolonged drought increased food
insecurity in the Northwest department,
and in late 2016 Hurricane Matthew
caused major devastation and
triggered a three year CWS response.

Hurricane Matthew struck in October
2016 as a Category 4 and the third
strongest Haitian landfall on record.
CWS led a major rehabilitation and
recovery effort in Grand Anse and the
Northwest departments for three years.
Housing and reconstruction of public
schools in hard-to-reach rural areas
were major components of CWS
response, which was conducted in
partnership with a dozen farmer
cooperatives and rural associations
including those participating in the
Limyè Lavi trainings.
From 2016-2018, the Hurricane
Matthew response was the top priority
of CWS and many other international
and national NGOs in Haiti. The small
CWS Haiti team expanded with half a
dozen engineers and other technical
staff, and new community partners
were recruited in the Grand Anse
department. In October 2018 a 5.9magnitude earthquake struck the
Northwest of Haiti. It was the strongest
to hit Haiti since January 12, 2010
and caused major material losses and
raised community anxiety. As a result,
Limyè Lavi trainings took place with
large intervals.

Community Partners
When: November 2015 to September 2019
Who: Four farmer cooperatives and one
association
Where: Two communes in the Northwest
department
In the commune of Jean Rabel:
• ADRUH (Association pour le Développement
Rural d’Haïti) located in Lacoma
(1st communal section of Jean Rabel)
• KRCLJ (Koperativ Riral pou Chanjman Lamontay
nan Jil) located in La Montagne
(4th communal section of Jean Rabel).
In the commune of Baie-de-Henne:
• KOKAS (Koperativ Konsomasyon Agrikòl Sitèn
Remi) located in Citerne Rémy
(1st communal section of Baie-de-Henne)
• KPPG (Koperativ Peyizan Petirivyè Glasi) located
in Petite Rivière Glasi
(4th communal section of Baie-de-Henne)
• KED (Koperativ Espwa pou Demen)
located in Dupré
(3rd communal section of Baie-de-Henne).
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Oct. 2018
Earthquake in the
Northwest department
May 2016
Second training for
KOKAS, KPPG and
ADRUH.

Oct. 2016
Hurricane Matthew

Late 2015
Fafo report
released
2015

Oct. 2015
First round of
presidential
elections.
Political crisis.

Sept. 2019
Most
significant
change and
open space
at KPPG

April 2017
Third training for
KOKAS, KPPG. First
training for KED.
2016

2017

Nov. 2016
Second round
of presidential
elections
Nov. 2015
First training for
KOKAS, KPPG
and ADRUH.
Nov. 2015
Children’s clubs
established at
KOKAS and KPPG

2018
Feb. 2017
President Jovenel
Moïse takes office

2019

2020
April 2019
First training for
KRCLJ, second
for KED.
Feb-Aug. 2019
Training transmitted
by facilitators
to community
members at
KOKAS and KPPG.

Jan. 2019
Training for
trainers at
KOKAS and
KPPG
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SECTION 4:
Fondasyon Limyè Lavi’s methodology and its application
in the Northwest department
“To me, hitting children was the
best thing I could do to make a
child change, so that he/she would
become a good citizen. We used to
hit children a lot at school. When
we went to a training in Titanyen,
they told us not to hit children. We
said ‘that is foreigners’ talk.’ And
they didn’t explain to us why we
shouldn’t hit children.
It was during the training on
children’s rights that Church World
Service and Fondasyon Limyè Lavi
came to do in the community that
I understood the negative
consequences beatings have on
children. I discovered that beatings
do more bad than good at school.
Now I don’t hit children and I
advise other teachers not to use a
whip in the teaching of children
because that will make the children
violent and aggressive.
An adult who hits a child does so
because he/she has power over the
child. When the child grows up, he/
she will behave badly with all those
under his/her power. Beatings
cause the brains of children to
malfunction. Beatings make
children lose self-confidence.”
- a teacher at the conservative Baptist school
in Petite Rivière Glasi

Limyè Lavi’s methodology is the result of years
of program experience and organizational
learning, mostly in Haiti’s Southeast region. It is
documented, known and respected by
practitioners and child advocates. It is based
on a gradual process of creating local capacity
and willingness to transform negative behaviors,
cultural patterns and attitudes toward children
into positive behaviors.
Limyè Lavi´s approach and underlying theory of
change in the Northwest can be summarized as
consisting of three moments or stages:
1. Limyè Lavi trains a group of motivated
community facilitators
2. Participants engage and mobilize other
community members using animation
techniques and Limyè Lavi tools
3. Promotion of behavioral changes at the
individual, household and community levels
that contribute to creating a nurturing family
and community environment for children.

MOMENT ONE: TRAINING
VOLUNTEER FACILITATORS

Module 1: Workshop Topics
Participants in the first training for community
facilitators learned about:

The community facilitator training is structured
around three modules conducted in three
sessions that last a total of eight days. A first
module (two days) provides participants with
an introduction to human rights and children’s
rights. The second module (three days) builds
upon the knowledge gathered on children’s
rights in the first training and provides
participants with basic techniques on group
animation. A third module (three days) trains
participants in the use of the Education is
a Conversation method--known as ESK-and techniques to transmit the training.
Starting in November 2015, two farmer
cooperatives (KOKAS and KPPG) and one
association (ADRUH) decided to be part
of the pilot and appointed members to be
trained on children’s rights. The cooperatives’
engagement continued until 2019, while
ADRUH withdrew in late 2016 due to the
closure of the organization (refer to Annex 2
for all training dates).
Fourteen community facilitators from
KOKAS (10) and KPPG (4) completed the
training process. There was a significant
reduction in the number of participants at the
third training (held in April 2017) compared
to the second (held in May 2016), as the third
training was only intended for participants
with capacities to transmit the knowledge
acquired.
In the first module, participants gain a general
knowledge of fundamental human rights and
children’s rights. They also learn about
international and national legal frameworks
including key legislation, treaties, agreements
and conventions related to child domestic
work, human trafficking, forms of child abuse
and consequences on children’s well-being
and development. In April 2017 and April
2019, 28 members--including 18 women--of
the cooperative KED in Dupre, completed the
first two training modules.

•

What are human rights?

•

What are children’s rights? How does the law
define children?

•

Why do children’s rights exist? What rights do
children have?

•

Convention on the Rights of the Child.

•

International agreements, conventions and
treaties on children’s rights ratified by the
government of Haiti.

•

Restavèk/child domestic servitude: what is it,
and what are its consequences?

•

The reality of children’s rights and child
domestic servitude in Haiti and in the
communities.

•

Abuse: what it is, different forms of child abuse,
the consequences of abuse on children and
society.

•

Impact of abuse and neglect on the
development of children.

•

Corporal punishment and child development.

•

Discrimination against children.

The second training module focused on animation
techniques that facilitators will use in their work
with the community, parents and children. The
main topics covered include:
•
•
•
•
•

What is community animation?
The role of animation in the development of a
group
Qualities of a good animator
Techniques to plan and animate a meeting
Active listening.

The third training centered on “Education is a
Conversation (ESK),” a participatory method used
by Limyè Lavi that is based on the use of images
and simple texts that draw upon the reality of
children who suffered abuse at home, in other
people’s homes or in public places like schools.
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The ESK method is presented in five books.
Each has three stories and background
information. Topics of the books include:
1. Sexual and domestic violence
2. Physical violence and corporal punishment
3. Bullying and verbal abuse
4. Positive communication
5. Good parenting and caregiving.
Through a series of questions, the trainers
prompt participants to think about the stories,
to connect them to their lives and
communities, and to reflect on what they
should do to prevent these types of violations
of children’s rights in their communities.
As part of the training on Education is a
Conversation (ESK), participants learn about:
• Education is a Conversation (ESK) method.
• Different steps in animating an ESK group.
• Qualities of a good ESK facilitator.
• Skills an ESK facilitator should have.
• How to use the ESK books.
• Use of the “Skill & competency tool” to
measure the skill level of an ESK facilitator.
This is a tool used to evaluate the work of
facilitators when Fondasyon Limyè Lavi
conducts follow-up visits to the different
groups.

CHILDREN’S CLUBS
Limyè Lavi promotes children’s clubs as safe
spaces for play and learning. Community
animators offer training for the children and
organize leisure activities with them. Limyè Lavi
staff says: “The children’s clubs allow children
to find a space to develop their talents and to
play. Community members in rural Haiti are not
used to create or promote leisure activities for
the children, as many think children are
naughty when they are playing. Whenever they
see a child playing, they want to find a chore
for the child to do because they believe the
child ‘is not doing anything,’ it is because they
are lazy that they like to play.” KOKAS
members established a club that drew 130
children each week (down to about 70 during
the school year). KPPG established a similar
club that about 60 children participate in each
week.

“It is a miracle, this club that has come
to Citerne Rémy. It was founded after a
training on children’s rights and
children living with other families
who have lost their rights and live as
restavèk. They also spoke about
mistreatment. Parents didn’t know the
importance of [children’s rights], the
right to go to school, the right to eat.
Through this club, parents have come to
understand their children, and children
have come to understand their parents.
[Before, a] child who told his parent he
was hungry was bound to get beaten.
We took the initiative to establish this
club to help children. We see a lot of
change now. We organize celebrations
for parents and children. Parents cried,
saying they didn’t know their children
have rights...now they realize that
children have the right to go to school,
to study. The same rights adults have
are rights children have as well.
We do all kinds of activities with the
children in the club. We started with 45
children. When we organized a
celebration, children performed in front
of parents and other children. Today we
have over 120 children, starting at age
three.
Our dream for this club is for the children and community to get more
training and knowledge. A vocational
center would really help our club, the
children and grandchildren. A lot of
children can’t continue school after
finishing high school. We would like to
have a professional training
center for children to
continue to learn and to
get skills in informatics.”
- Cesaire Merilien, animator of
KOKAS children’s club

“When I was not
yet part of the
[children’s] club
and an adult sent
me somewhere,
I said I wasn’t going,
because I hadn’t found a
good training yet to help me
develop.
Now that I am in the club, even
if my mother sends me to
Baie-de-Henne on foot I will go,
and whatever she asks me to
do, I will do it.
I also always help other
children with homework and
lessons and Bible verses. I
am in 9th grade at the public
school of Masavon.
My personal dream is to
become an agronomist, even
though my mother doesn’t
have any money and my father
passed away several years ago.”
- Junior Charles, 14, who is a member of one
of the children’s clubs started as a result of
the Limyè Lavi training

“In the past, Junior was really
naughty. He didn’t want to go when
I sent him somewhere.
The club has taught him many
things. He has told me as well that
I shouldn’t argue a lot, because I
argue a lot. He shows me how the
club taught him to wash his hands
and how to use resources well. He
burns garbage for me, tidies the
house. He has also become more
intelligent at school; he is learning
well.
The club has done a lot for me as
well. I have a firstborn I mistreated
a lot, but after the club came here,
he and I have become good friends.
I don’t hit him anymore.
I have another child who was living
with his father in a lot of misery.
After I came to this club, and when
the trainers came to talk about
restavèk, that gave me a lot of
problems. I wanted to go get my
child, but they didn’t want to give
him. I took someone else with me to
talk to them. Now he participates in
a club in Mare Rouge and is no
longer mistreated.
Through the club I have found
people who helped me in Mare
Rouge, so that my child is no longer
mistreated.”
- Junior’s mother
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MOMENT TWO: TRAINED
FACILIATORS MOBILIZE THEIR
COMMUNITIES
Once facilitators completed their training with
Limyè Lavi, they convened a group of 15
interested community members (parents,
teachers, pastors, local authorities) and led
weekly awareness-raising and training
sessions over a six-month period.
Weekly sessions last about two hours.
Participants and facilitators work around one
of the stories in the ESK book. Many times,
participants create a small play based on a
relevant topic. Small plays and role playing
help community members develop skills
to respond in cases of abuse or bullying.
The facilitators work in teams of two, each in
charge of about 15 people. Limyè Lavi trainers
maintain close telephone contact with

facilitators to monitor the progress of the
groups and provide advice when necessary.
Limyè Lavi trainers visited the facilitators from
time to time to observe them during training
sessions and to share recommendations for
improvement. Each month, the facilitators send
essential information to Limyè Lavi about how
the groups are doing.
One of the main problems that community
facilitators encountered was the high rate of
illiteracy among participants, since all
participants have ESK books and have to read
the stories at the sessions. Limyè Lavi made
recommendations about how to handle this,
including going over the stories with their
children.
The 14 facilitators from KPPG and KOKAS
organized seven Education is a Conversation
groups in two communities: five in Citerne
Rémy and two in Ti Rivyè Glasi, with a total of
106 participants (95 women and 11 men).

In Citerne Rémy, one of the women preparing food for a training came out of the kitchen and said:
“We were living like two opposing forces in the house. After my husband came back from the training, I
felt that he became more flexible with me. He changed a lot. He started to say how much he loves me,
how important I am to him. He was savage with the children. Now he understands us better. That has
made me live better with the children because now we are not fighting anymore...It was when I heard
you say that parents should give their children affection, tell them how much they love them, and
husbands should value their wives and show them how much they mean to them, that I realized that he
learned this at the training. This new behavior has made me very happy. I would have felt ungrateful if I
didn’t tell you how helpful this training has been for my family, even though I was not a participant.”
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SECTION 5:
Fondasyon Limyè Lavi’s participatory evaluation techniques

The Fafo report pointed out an observed
“evaluation deficit” of the different approaches
used by children protection actors and stated
that, “better documentation and evaluation of
experiences is essential.” This document is a
practical way of operationalizing this
recommendation.
Between 2015-2019, Limyè Lavi organized and
led 13 trainings for 242 participants (134
women and 108 men). Fourteen facilitators used
their training to lead seven groups in Citerne
Rémy and Ti Rivyè Glasi consisting of 106
community members (95 women and 11 men).
To conclude, a most significant change exercise
was done with 35 participants (24 women, 11
men) and an Open Space meeting was held
with 46 participants (29 women, 17 men).
According to testimonies from participants and
community members, Limyè Lavi training and
group discussions changed people’s lives.
Parents shared how they have changed the
way they used to live with their children, their
spouses and their neighbors. They say they
treat their children better now. Prior to the
training, they used to beat the children often.
They thought that beating children was the
best way to correct them if they did something
wrong. After exposure to Limyè Lavi training,
they reported more dialogue with them. They
talk to them when they do something wrong.
They reflect with them about what they do, the
consequences it can have on their lives, on
the functioning of their families, and what they
should do to do things better.
Participants changed their views and
perceptions of child domestic work. Many say
that they will not send their children to stay with
other people and that they will encourage those

Results of Limyè Lavi trainings:
•

Two children’s clubs were formed and are
operational. KOKAS formed one in Citerne
Rémy, and KPPG formed the other in Ti
Rivyè Glasi.

•

Four children were reunited with their
families in Citerne Rémy: two in the locality
of Pyedri, one in the locality of Jasmine, one
in the locality of Citerne Rémy.

•

Four participants from Pyenaseko changed
their mind about sending their children to
live with other people. They are now working
to raise awareness and encourage people
not to send their children to live with others.

•

About five parents in Jasmine who hadn’t
enrolled their children in school decided to
do so.

•

Several parents in Citerne Rémy who were
planning to send their children to stay with
people in town so that they could go to
school there decided to send their children
to school in their community instead to
make sure their children are treated well.

around them not to do so. Instead, they will
encourage their friends and neighbors to work
hard to take care of their children so that they
do not live in misery with other people. Some
shared that they lived with other people when
they were young and suffered a lot of misery.
They are determined to fight against child
domestic servitude so that their children and
the children of others in the community will not
go through similar bad experiences as well.
They use their examples to motivate others not
to send their children to live with others and risk
ending up as restavèk.
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COMMUNITY MOST SIGNIFICANT
CHANGE EXERCISE
Once the six-month period was over and all
participants went through the five ESK books,
Limyè Lavi used a participatory assessment
method called “Most significant change” to
identify main changes the training has brought
about in the lives of the participants, their
families and their communities.
This requires organizing a big meeting in the
community with facilitators, people who
participated at the training and community
leaders, including pastors, teachers, school
directors, voodoo priests and local authorities.
They discuss the reality of children’s rights in
the community, share what they learned during
the training process and brainstorm about how
they will act together to protect and defend
children’s rights in the community.
The most significant change is a participative
method that allows training facilitators to
discover the change the training has made for
each participant and the change it has made
in the community. Each participant stated three
changes the training has brought about in his
or her life. Next, participants discussed the

different changes and worked to rank them
from least to most important. This way, they
agree on the three most important changes.
The exercise allows participants to think about
their behavior, the way they reflect and the
transformation that has been realized in their
lives thanks to the training.
On September 13, 2019, 35 participants
attended a most significant change exercise
at KPPG. The 35 participants agreed upon the
following top-three observed changes:
• They are committed to combating the
practice of restavèk/child domestic
servitude.
• Now they talk with children to solve their
problems, while they used to beat them
rather than dialogue with them.
• They live better with children now.
Many people said that they used to beat their
children but declared that after the training
they stopped doing it. No more beating of
children is one of the biggest changes that
appeared from the evaluation done with
training participants. The training also has an
impact on intra-family relations. Spouses
reported more harmony and better dialogue
and communication amongst them. That
makes them live better with their children.

Most significant changes identified by participants:
KOKAS in Citerne Rémy

KPPG in Ti Rivyè Glasi

ADRUH in Lacoma

1. We love children more
and treat them better.

1. We no longer insult or beat
children.

2. We dialogue more with
children.

2. We have the capacity to
raise awareness and train
others about children’s
rights.

1. We have come to love
children more and are
more tolerant with them.

3. We have learned more
about children’s rights.

3. We live better with our
children and we protect
other children just like our
own children.

2. We no longer beat
children. We dialogue
more with them.
3. We consider all children
the same, be it our own
children or other children.
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“ I have 6 children. Life is so hard, and the only
solution I saw was to send one or two of my
children to stay with people in Port-au-Prince
or Gonaïves so that I could catch a breath.
When I participated in the training on
children’s rights, I saw how children who are
living with others are living in misery, and
that broke my heart.
I will tell you, if I had already sent them away,
I would go get them back...I have come to
understand that the best place for a child to
live is with his/her parents.
My third daughter is 9 years old. When I told
her that I would send her to Gonaïves to live
with her godmother, I thought she was going
to be happy. Even though things are not good
for us, she broke into tears. That showed me
how much she is attached to us, even though
we don’t have much. We always talk with them
and give them affection. If we had forced her
to go and she was mistreated where she went,
she would have taken us for the worst parents.
Thanks to God that this training came to our
community and prevented my children from
going to this hell called restavèk.”

OPEN SPACE TECHNIQUE
In addition to the ‘most significant change’
approach, an ‘open space’ methodology is
used. Open space is a participatory meeting
with a general theme but without a fixed
agenda. It is up to the participants to decide
together the different topics to be discussed
and at what time of the day they will do so.
The facilitator opens the space, presents the
theme, explains the method and helps the
participants organize the day. Participants then
propose topics that they would like to address
and that fall under the general theme. Those
proposing topics post them in a space called
the ‘Village Market’. After the topics have been
posted, participants go to the village market
to select the topics that interest them. They
write their names under their topics of interest

and go to the space where the workshops
are held. A participant can choose to attend
any number of workshops he or she wishes to
attend. Those who propose the topics have the
responsibility to host the workshops or agree
with someone else to do so. Each workshop
selects someone to take notes and share notes
from the workshop with other participants in
the plenary.
There is a law in the open space called the
‘two-foot law’ or the ‘mobility law.’ This law
gives participants the possibility to go from
one workshop to another without having to
apologize or ask for permission. This creates
a dynamic in the open space called
‘butterflies and bees.’ Like butterflies and
bees, participants go from one workshop to
another to enrich their knowledge and
reinforce their experiences.

On Saturday, September 14, 2019, Limyè Lavi facilitated an Open Space session with 46 participants
(29 women, 17 men). The general theme was: “Protection and defense of children’s rights in Ti Rivyè
Glasi.” Participants were highly motivated to continue to work to protect the rights of children in their
communities. For this, they will need external support at least to cover transportation costs to facilitate
training sessions and to provide books. Local authorities asked to give more people in Ti Rivyè the
chance to participate at the training. They said there are many cases of child rights violations in many
other localities and they are ready to get involved. Specifically, they will motivate people to participate
at the training sessions and involve families and their communities in the struggle against child abuse.

SECTION 6:
Lessons learned, best practices and future considerations
As Haiti undergoes severe political and security
crises and the trajectory of the COVID-19
pandemic is hard to predict, CWS and Limyè
Lavi remain committed to mutual collaboration
and learning opportunities in favor of the
children of the Northwest department.
Some of the lessons learned, best practices
and recommendations for the future include:
1. Pre-existing food security and livelihoods
programs offered CWS and Limyè Lavi a
good foundation to attract and mobilize local
key players to transform the reality of
children.
2. Child domestic work in rural areas is a
reality that deserves attention and proper
responses.
3. Admission to future Limyè Lavi´s training
cycles should be based on criteria clearly
communicated to and owned by community
leadership.
4. High rate of adult illiteracy was a barrier
for adults taking full advantage of ESK
methodology and tools including full
participation in community evaluation
exercises.
5. Strengthen intergenerational relations and
understanding is critically important. Unless
ways to attract youth participants are put in
place, most participants tend to be adults
and older people.

6. A component of the earlier training modules
until CWS staff responsible for it left CWS,
sexual and reproductive health should be
included back in the training curriculum.
7. Accompaniment of children’s clubs. They
deserve special attention, both in terms of
follow-up and in terms of training for
members of children’s club committees
about techniques of sociocultural animation,
planning, organizing and evaluating of
sociocultural activities.
8. Balancing out differences in education
opportunities between rural and urban
children must remain a priority for CWS
disaster response plans.
9. Discuss the need to put in place program
continuity plans after future disasters and
crisis situations (security, political,
pandemic).
10. Promote integration of local authorities in
the process and set clear expectations of
their participation.
11. Be intentional about programmatic
learning and improvement. CWS and
Limyè Lavi teams should conduct
periodic joint learning and reflection
workshops to document lessons learned,
identify best practices, and identify
program gaps and opportunities.
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ANNEX 1: TRAINING DATES & PARTICIPANTS
NOVEMBER 2015

WOMEN

KOKAS / Citerne Remy
KPPG / Ti Rivyè Glasi
ADRUH / Lacoma
Subtotal

15
8
12
35

APRIL 2017

WOMEN

KOKAS / Citerne Remy
KPPG / Ti Rivyè Glasi
ADRUH / Lacoma
Subtotal

6
7
18
31

MEN

10
12
9
31
MEN

4
6
10
20

APRIL 2019

WOMEN

KED / Dupre
KRCLJ / Lamontay nan Jil
Subtotal

14
8
22

TOTAL

MAY 2016

WOMEN

25
20
21
66

KOKAS / Citerne Remy
KPPG / Ti Rivyè Glasi
ADRUH / Lacoma
Subtotal

18
10
10
38

4
10
6
20

22
20
16
58

TOTAL

JANUARY 2019

WOMEN

MEN

TOTAL

10
13
28
51

KOKAS / Citerne Remy
KPPG / Ti Rivyè Glasi
Subtotal

6
2
8

MEN

14
17
31

KPPG COMMUNITY MEMBERS
Nan Palmis / Kare
Lasous
Subtotal

WOMEN

KPPG

24

11
WOMEN

TOTAL

15
14
14
14
13
70

13
12
25

MEN

282

10
4
14

28
25
53
WOMEN

WOMEN

4
2
6

TOTAL

TOTAL

KOKAS COMMUNITY MEMBERS
Pyedri
Ecole Nationale de Citerne Remy
Eglise Christ Seul Espoir de Citerne Remy
Eglise Nazareth Pita
Eglise Conservatrice de Jasmin
Subtotal

MOST SIGNIFICANT
CHANGE: SEPT. 2019

MEN

MEN

0
1
1
1
2
5
MEN

3
3
6

TOTAL

15
15
15
15
15
75
TOTAL

16
15
31

TOTAL

OPEN SPACE:
SEPT. 2019

WOMEN

35

KPPG

29

MEN

MEN

17

TOTAL

46

TOTAL

147 429
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ANNEX 2: FONDASYON LIMYE LAVI
Fondasyon Limyè Lavi is a Haitian organization
that was founded in 1994. It works with
vulnerable communities in the country, especially
in rural areas. Its mission is to work together with
other organizations to help people in vulnerable
communities to improve their living conditions.
Early on, Fondasyon Limyè Lavi advocated in
cities, especially Port-au-Prince, for awareness
raising on child domestic servitude, while also
organizing education programs for child domestic
servants in the cities (especially in the south of
the country) and offering literacy for adults. Since
2005, Limyè Lavi has decided to concentrate
its work on rural areas, vulnerable communities
that send their children into domestic servitude,
to help them organize themselves to eliminate
child domestic servitude and to create a model
community without child domestic servants, as an
example for others.
Fondasyon Limyè Lavi works on four main areas:
education, child protection, awareness raising/
community mobilization and agroeconomic accompaniment. Its main strategy is called ‘model
community.’ Limyè Lavi works with a series of
rural communities, that had and/or used to send
children into domestic servitude, to develop a
series of model communities that neither send nor
receive restavèk children/child domestic servants.
These communities get children back from
domestic servitude and commit to not sending or
receiving child domestic servants in the future.
Limyè Lavi shares this model with other
communities and organizations.
Moreover, Limyè Lavi trains community members
on children’s rights, helps to train organizations on
child protection and to strengthen their capacities.
Limyè Lavi helps families in communities,
especially vulnerable families, to strengthen their
economic capacities so that they can take care of
themselves and their children.

Fondasyon Limyè Lavi now works with several
communities in the Southeast department. They
help communities set up savings groups to offer
microcredit amongst themselves and to show
solidarity to help group members who are facing
difficulties. This goes hand in hand with training
to manage the microcredit funds, including the
administrative and financial tools. Limyè Lavi
lends the groups money to increase the capital
so that more members can borrow money and
can increase their income-generating activities.
Each community where Limyè Lavi works has at
least one group. In five communities where Limyè
Lavi has worked in the communes of Jacmel and
Bainet since 2012, there are six mutual solidarity
groups. They have a total of 201 members.
In the area of education, Limyè Lavi has helped
communities to establish schools and set up
libraries so that parents can borrow books to send
their children to school. Moreover, technical
accompaniment has been provided to community
schools in order to develop accelerated education
programs for children of older age who have not
gone to school before, especially restavèk
children. This program allows them to complete
primary school in three years. Many of these
children were able to pass the exams of primary
school and continue with middle and secondary
school. Limyè Lavi has worked with parents,
trained teachers and arranged school subsidies
for some children.
In addition to its work with rural communities,
Limyè Lavi works closely together with other
organizations in the area of children’s rights and
local development to advocate for the defense
of children’s rights. They train as many people
as possible about children’s rights and develop
participative methods and alternatives to help
communities transform their living conditions.
Based on this, Limyè Lavi started to build its
collaboration with Church World Service to
promote children’s rights and combat child
domestic servitude in Haiti.
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ANNEX 3: CHURCH WORLD SERVICE
Church World Service is a faith-based
organization transforming communities
around the globe through just and sustainable
responses to hunger, poverty, displacement
and disaster.
Since independence, Haiti has been struggling
to get a government in place that is able to fulfill
its responsibilities, has the support of its people
and supports its people. CWS makes an effort to
contribute to government plans and priorities,
be it in terms of food security, education or
reconstruction. Interventions include preparation
for and response to disasters, as well as longterm development, trying to address root causes.
All programs and activities are implemented in
collaboration with partner organizations, mostly
community-based organizations. CWS has
responded to disasters including the 2010
earthquake and 2016 Hurricane Matthew,
including through construction of permanent,
sturdy houses and schools. Farmers are
accompanied through technical assistance,
learning agroecological techniques, applying soil

conservation, participating in reforestation, while
getting access to quality seeds and animals as
well as microcredit. Combined with improved
access to water, this helps farmers to adapt to
climate change effects and to find alternative
solutions other than migrating away from rural
areas.
Through this support, CWS strives to avoid family
separation, which can either lead to an increase
in the number of child domestic servants being
sent to the city or children ending up in
orphanages for economic reasons, even though
their parents are still alive. CWS supports a
network of organizations engaged in the fight
against child domestic servitude and has
repaired and rebuilt community schools as well
as public schools to ensure adequate learning
environments for children.
CWS programs in Haiti focus on the Northwest.
CWS coordinates with other organizations
through its membership of national and
international networks, including CLIO and
ACT Alliance.
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